A sequence of natural numbers is complete if every large integer is a sum of distinct elements of the sequence. The greatest integer which is not such a sum is called the threshold of completeness. Richert developed a method to compute the threshold of completeness. We prove that Richert's method applies to a large class of complete sequences. Further, we consider in some detail these concepts for the sequences of powers (with fixed exponents) and give numerical results.
1. Let M = {wzj, m2, . . . } be any increasing sequence of distinct natural numbers. M is called complete if every sufficiently large integer may be expressed as a sum of distinct elements of M If Ai is complete, then there is a greatest integer which cannot be so expressed. This is called the threshold of completeness oí M and is denoted by 0(7W).
A survey of papers on complete sequences is given by Graham [7] . The threshold of completeness has been computed for a number of sequences by Sprague [13] , Richert [11] , [12] , Makowski [10] , Graham [6] , [7] , Lin [9] , and Dressier, Makowski and Parker [5 ] . Some of these values have been obtained independently by others (see [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [8] ). The computations have been based on a theorem of Richert [11] or its underlying idea. An algorithm is given by Lin [9] . In this paper we give a partial answer to the question: For which complete sequences may Lin's algorithm be used to compute the threshold of completeness? In particular, we make a closer study of the threshold of completeness of the sequences of powers with fixed exponents.
2. We shall use the following notations:
(a, b] denote the integers n such that a < n < b, we call it an interval and b -a is its length; for some a GNQ and some k> K, then
for all I > k.
We prove (2.2) by induction on /. By (2.1) it is true for I = k. Suppose it is true for some l> k. Adding ml+ x to each element of (a, a + ml+ x ] and merging the two intervals, we get (a, a + 2ml+ x ] A M,l+ x %. Since ml+ 2 < 2ml+ x, this completes the induction. Theorem 2.1 (Richert [11] ). If mi+ x < 2mi for i >Kand ia, a + mk+x] A M,kj for some a €E N0 and some k~> K, then M is complete and 0(AÍ) < a.
Proof. Let b > a. Since ml -► °° for / -► °°, b < a + m¡+ x for some /. By Lemma 2.1 {b} A M,,y Hence {b} A M.
Theorem 2.1 provides a method to calculate 0(Af)-A discussion of an algorithm is given by Lin [9] . The crucial point is the existence of a and k such that (2.1) is satisfied. This will be further discussed in Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 below. If we want to compute 8n = 0({m", mn+ x,...}) for n = 1, 2, ...,/, the algorithm may be modified to yield all these values in one run (see Kl^ve [8] ). We give a sketch of this modified algorithm.
Algorithm 6.
Step 1. k:=l-l;N,_x = {0};
Step 2. k:= k + l;Nk = Nk_x U {n + mk \n £Nk_x};
Step 3. Ifk<K, then go to Step 2.
Step 4. If Nk does not contain an interval of length >mk+x, then go to Step 2;
Step 5. a:= least x such that (x, x + mk+ x] czNk;
Step 6. k:-k + l;ifmk> a,then go to Step 8;
Step 1. Nk:= Nk_x U {n + mk \n G Nk_x &n<a~ mk}; a:= least x such that (x, a + 1] C Nk;go to Step 6; Step 8. 9,:= a;
Step 9. k-I;
Step 10. Ifk> 1, then k:= k -1, else stop.
Step 11. Nk:=Nk + x U {n + mk \n 6JVH1 & n <dk+x -mk+x}; 6k:= least x such that (jc, 6k+x + 1] CNk;go to Step 10.
The actual algorithm will depend on how we choose to represent the sets Nk. Clearly, for / = 1 the algorithm will give just 0(M).
The following theorem may be used to simplify the algorithm (this simplified algorithm will usually be less efficient, however). Theorem 2.2. Ifmi+X < 2m¡ for i > K and contradicting the definition of a*.
We now turn to the question: For which complete sequences may the algorithm above be used to compute the threshold of completeness? A partial answer is given by the following lemma and Theorem 2. Proof. Let 0 = OiM). We may assume that mK > 0 -2 (otherwise we just increase K). First, we prove by induction on n that and algorithm 0 applies.
We now give a trivial lemma which may be used to find a lower bound for 0(AÍ). 3. Sprague [13] , [14] proved that Na is complete for a = 2, 3, . . . and found that 0(7V2) = 128. Since A" is a subsequence oiN",m,Na is complete for all rational a. Graham [6] proved that 0(/V3) = 12758 and Lin [9] that 0(/V4) = 5134240. Let r(a) = 0(Aa). The rest of this paper is concerned with r(a).
Theorem 3.1. IfNß is complete, then there exists a ß' > ß such that r(a) is constant on [ß, ß').
Note that \ß, ß') denotes an interval in the ordinary sense. We see that, given |3, we may compute a ß' satisfying the theorem as follows:
Using algorithm 0, we compute an / satisfying (3.1) and (3.2). Then a ß' is given by (3.3) . Further,we may replace ß by ß' and compute a new interval. Using this algorithm, we computed r(a) for 1 < a < log 686/log 15 *» 2.412. In particular, tia) = 0 for 1 < a < log 5/log 3 * 1.465, r(a) = 4 for log 5/log 3 < a < log 3/log 2 « 1.585.
A plot of tia) versus a for 1.50 < a < 2.25 is given in Fig. 1 .
We have computed r(a) for a = 1.50 (0.02) 4.18 using algorithm 0. The values are given in Table 1 . (The value for r(4) is taken from Lin [9] and has not been recomputed.) It is striking that the value of r(a) at a -4 is much greater than the surrounding values. The referee suggests that this is probably due to the fact that x4 = 0, 1 (mod 16).
